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The War of 1812

War of 1812 was a pivot of history around which the
fate of both nations turned forever.

Dawn’s Early Light
A Card-Driven Grand Strategy Wargame
Designed by David McDonough
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These rules are organized into numbered sections and
subsections. Throughout you will see references to
other rules sections (for example, 2.1 or 3.2) that are
related to the section you are reading.
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Less than thirty years after the United States won
independence from Great Britain, the two countries
were at war again. What began as a political squabble
over maritime sovereignty and economics would grow
into a conflict stretching from Quebec to Florida and
featuring a host of famous figures and events rivaling
its predecessor of 1776. Three future US Presidents
would fight in the war. A charismatic native leader
would forge a coalition of tribes across thousands of
miles of territory and come close to establishing an
independent Indian state on the American frontier.
Warships would sail the Great Lakes from Mackinac
to Montreal, and for the first time in a generation the
British Navy would be decisively beaten in single-ship
combat, foreshadowing the rise of the great power that
America would one day become. And all against the
backdrop of the Napoleonic Wars raging across the
European continent. Though it ended in a stalemate, the
2
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Dawn’s Early Light: The War of 1812 is a two-player
card-driven grand strategy game. Players take the role
of the United States or Great Britain over a four-year
period spanning the war and its run-up. It is a quickplaying, low-complexity simulation of the conflict at
a high level, encompassing the naval, political, and
economic competition between the two sides as well as
the land war for dominance of the American continent.

A complete set of Dawn’s Early Light includes the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One 22” x 34” map
86 cards
One rules booklet
Two player aid cards
Four six-sided dice
154 punch-out counters

2.1 The Map
The game map depicts the Eastern part of North
America from Quebec and Nova Scotia to Florida and
from the Atlantic seaboard roughly to the Mississippi.
2.2 Regions
The map is divided into 31 regions where land forces
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Regions & Waterways
Town region (2.3.1)
Recruit Power (2.2.1)
Victory Point value
Rural region (2.3.2)
Victory Point value
Neutral region (2.4.2)
Waterway (11.2)
Indian region (2.3.3)
Region border

can be placed and controlled. Regions that border one
another are adjacent and allow Campaign operations
(6.2) to be made between them. All regions are types
based on whether they are towns, rural areas, or Indian
regions, and an alignment: either a home region or a
neutral region.
2.2.1 Recruit Power: Most town regions have a
Recruit power value which indicates how many Recruit
counters (2.6.1) they can contain. Recruit counters are
used during a Recruit operation (6.1).

regions (2.2.4).
2.3.2 Rural Regions: Rural regions are settled areas
that are sparsely populated or distant from any sizable
town. Eight of the rural regions are home regions
(2.4.1).
2.3.3 Indian Regions: Indian regions are remote
wilderness areas that are home to native tribes. They are
colored green and named after a tribal group common
to the area. Indian regions are always aligned neutral
(2.4.2).

2.2.2 Victory Points: Rural and town home regions are
worth victory points to the enemy player if that player
controls them during Turn Scoring (15.0). Players never 2.4 Region Alignment
earn VPs for control of their own home regions.
All regions have an alignment in addition to their type.
This alignment can limit which operations are available
Gray and yellow regions -- Ft. Dearborn, Niagara, and to which players in the region.
Spanish Florida -- are worth VPs to whichever player
controls them.
2.4.1 Home Regions: Town and rural regions colored
red or blue are home regions: red regions are home
Indian regions -- colored green -- are worth no victory regions for Great Britain, and blue are home regions
points to either player.
for the United States. A home region is considered
controlled by its home side whenever there are no
2.3 Region Types
forces occupying it.
2.3.1 Town Regions: Towns are populous settlements
in the United States, Canada, and along the frontier. 2.4.2 Neutral Regions: Any region that is not a home
Towns are the most common site for Recruit operations region is a neutral region. These regions are colored
(6.1), and are the only valid targets for Raid operations green, grey, or yellow. Neutral regions are not home
(8.1) and Landing attacks (14.3). Most towns are home regions for either side. They must be occupied by forces
3
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to be controlled.

when a player performs a Construct operation (6.3).

2.5 Forces

2.6.5 Armistice Markers: Armistice
markers are placed on the border between
adjacent regions when a player plays the
card event that calls for them. An armistice
marker prevents either player from making a Campaign
(6.2) operation between those two regions while the
marker is in play. Armistice markers are removed
during turn upkeep.

Forces are land-based military units. They are what
players Recruit (6.1) and use to Campaign (6.2) and
fight Battles (9.0). There are several types of forces
including army forces -- Militia and Regulars -- and
Indian forces.
2.5.1 Militia: Militia are the weakest and
cheapest army forces.

2.5.2 Regulars: Regulars are stronger army
forces but more expensive to recruit.

2.6.6 Greater Conflict Markers: These
markers are used to indicate when a Greater
Conflict effect is active (12.0). They are
set aside from the board when inactive or
resolved, and in the Greater Conflict box on the map
when active.

2.5.3 Indians: Indians are a special type of
force. They are controlled by the GB player
but have special rules for when and how 2.7 Political Contest Tracks
they can be used (10.0).
The political contest tracks represent the
2.6 Markers
competition over superiority in Public
Opinion, Economy, and Diplomacy. Each
There are several types of markers used to represent
side has their own progression on the three
different aspects of the conflict not covered by regions
tracks,
and
gains
levels starting at the neutral position
and forces.
and moving to the right. All effects are cumulative:
2.6.1 Recruit Counters: Recruit counters players gain the benefits of their current level and all
indicate the number of ready volunteers lower levels (see Political Contest, 13.0).
that can be formed into new forces in a
given region via a Recruit operation (6.1).
They are placed on the map in their associated region
during turn upkeep (4.3).
2.6.2 Squadrons: The strength of the
British Navy is represented with squadron
counters. These are placed in the British
Navy box on the map when idle, or in a
blockade space or coastal town region when the British
player makes a Deploy operation (8.2).

battles.

2.6.3 Forts: Fort markers indicate stronger
defenses for rural and Indian regions. They
are placed when a player makes a Construct
operation (6.3) and can be destroyed in
2.6.4 Waterway Control Markers: These
are used to claim control spaces on the
Great Lakes and St. Lawrence waterways
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Association
Era

Card title

Remove notice

OPS value

Event (if played as Event)

2.8 Cards
There are 86 cards in the game. Each card contains an
Operations (OPS) Value, a Deck Category, a Title, an 3.1. Separate the cards into three decks by era -- Prelude,
Effect, and an Association.
1812, and 1814 -- and shuffle each deck. Place the 1812
deck in the draw deck position and set the 1814 deck
2.8.1 Association: Each card is associated either with aside. The 1814 deck will be used when the 1814 era
Great Britain (indicated by the British flag), the United begins (4.3). Then deal out the entire Prelude deck: six
States (indicated by the United States flag), or Either cards to each player.
(indicated by both flags). A card’s association affects
each players options for how they may play the card 3.2. Place the following starting forces for the United
(5.1 - 5.2).
States:
2.8.2 Remove After Event: Some cards contain the
rule Remove After Event beneath the title. This means
that the card is to be removed from the game after its
event occurs. If the card is played in such a way that the
event does not occur, the card remains in play and is
discarded normally after use.

• 2 Militia and a Fort marker in Penobscot
• 2 Regulars, 1 Militia in Baltimore/Washington
• 1 Militia each in Detroit, Nashville, New Orleans,
Shenandoah, and Hudson
3.3. Place the following starting forces for Great Britain:

2.8.3. Cards that are not marked Remove After Event • 1 Regular, 2 Militia in Halifax
are discarded in a discard pile beside the draw deck • 2 Militia in Montreal
after use. Anytime the draw deck is depleted, reshuffle • 1 Militia in Kingston
these discarded cards into a new draw deck.
3.4. Place the following starting Indian forces:
©Compass Games, 2020
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• 2 Indians each in Shawnee, Miami, and Creek
points are awarded before either player checks for
• 1 Indian each in Potawatomi, Cherokee, and Chippewa instant victory.
3.5. After starting forces have been placed, set aside EXCEPTION: The Scoring phase does not occur during
each side’s remaining forces into their own global the Prelude Turn (4.2).
supply pool. Recruit operations (6.1) draw forces from
this pool.
4.1.4 Upkeep Phase. This phase occurs last before the
new turn begins. Complete the following tasks:
3.6. Place Great Britain Waterway Control markers in
both the Upper and Lower St. Lawrence spaces.
1. Add Recruit counters to all applicable towns (see
Recruit Upkeep 4.3).
3.7. Place 4 Squadrons in the British Navy box.
2. Reset the Privateering track to the zero position.
3. If any Squadrons are deployed to Blockade zones
3.8. Place Recruit counters in each town region that has (14.2), the Great Britain player chooses one to recall to
Recruit power (2.1.6) equal to half the town’s Recruit the British Navy box.
power value, rounded up.
4. Recall any Squadrons deployed on a landing attack
(14.3) to the British Navy box.
3.9. Place appropriate track markers for each player at 5. Remove any Armistice markers on the map.
their neutral position on each of the political contest 6. Deal cards until each player has a hand of seven. If
tracks. Place the Naval Theater Privateering and there are not enough cards left in the draw deck, deal all
Blockading markers to the left of their tracks at the remaining cards before reshuffling the discard pile into
zero position. Place the scoreboard marker at the zero a new draw deck and continuing. Note: Turn 5 only:
position.
shuffle the 1814 deck into the current draw deck before
dealing hands.
4.2 Prelude Turn
Dawn’s Early Light takes place over eight turns
preceded by a special Prelude turn (4.2). The game
continues until either player achieves an instant victory
or until the eighth and final turn has been completed
and scored (15.5).
4.1. Turns
Each normal turn is composed of the following phases:
Public Policy, Actions, Scoring, and Upkeep.

The Prelude Turn is a special turn that occurs at the
start of the game before Turn 1. On this turn, do the
following:
1. Deal out the entire Prelude deck, six cards to each
player.
2. Perform the action phase as normal until each player
has two cards remaining in their hand.
3. Skip the scoring phase during the Prelude Turn.
4. Shuffle the Prelude turn’s discard pile together with
the 1812 deck to form the first draw deck.
5. Perform the upkeep phase as normal, dealing five
cards to each player to give each a hand of seven.

4.1.1 Public Policy Phase. This phase occurs on
odd-numbered turns only starting with Turn 1. After
viewing their hand of cards for the turn, each player
may advance one level on a Political Contest track of
When this sequence is complete, the Prelude Turn is
their choice. The United States player chooses first.`
over and Turn 1 begins.
4.1.2 Action Phase. Players take turns to play one card 4.3 Recruit Upkeep
from their hand (see Card Play, 5.0). The United States
player always plays first. This phase continues until Recruit counters are added in the first step in the
both players have exhausted their entire hand.
Upkeep phase. A region’s Recruit power determines the
maximum number of counters that region can contain.
4.1.3 Scoring Phase. Calculate points for both players During upkeep, each region with Recruit power that
and apply the difference to the scoreboard (15.0). All does not already have the maximum number of counters
6
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5.1.2. If the card is marked Remove After Event (2.8.2),
it is set aside out of the game after it has been resolved.
Town regions with Recruit power continue to generate If not, it is discarded normally.
them during upkeep (up to their maximum) even if the
town is under enemy control. Recruit operations (6.1) 5.2 Playing Cards as Operations
are not allowed in regions under enemy control, but A player can choose to play any card for operations
the counters remain and will be available for use if and regardless of the card’s event or association. The player
when the region’s home player regains control.
selects one, and only one, type of operation and uses all
of the card’s OPS value to perform it.
4.4 Eras
gains one new Recruit token.

The game has two eras that each cover four of the eight
turns. After the Prelude Turn, the game begins in the
1812 era with Turns 1 - 4. The 1814 era begins on Turn
5 and continues until Turn 8 and the end of the game.
4.4.1 1814 Era. When the 1814 era begins, do the 5.2.1. Triggering the Other Side’s Events: When
a player plays a card for operations that is associated
following before starting Turn 5:
with their opponent, that card’s event will also occur.
The player that played the card decides whether their
● Add 2 Squadrons to the British Navy box
operation or the card’s event occurs first. However,
● Shuffle all 1814 cards into the current draw deck.
when the event does occur, the side associated with
the card implements the event as if they had played it
themselves.
Cards may be played in one of two ways: as Events or
as Operations.

Example: The GB player has the card “Surprise at Fort
Mackinac,” which is a British-associated card. Since
this association matches their side, the GB player may
5.0.1. Association Restriction: Only the side that
choose to play the card for its event or for its 2 OPS
matches a card’s association (2.8.1) may play that card
points. They also have the card “Kentucky Riflemen”,
as an event. Either side may play the card for operations
which is a 2-OPS, American-associated card. If the
(5.2).
GB player wishes to play this card, they may only do
so for its OPS points. They would gain the 2 OPS for
the operation of their choice, but the American player
would get to implement the “Kentucky Riflemen” event
5.1 Playing Cards as Events
the same turn. The GB player would decide which
To play a card as an event, read aloud and perform the
occurs first.
card’s effects. The OPS value of the card is ignored
unless specifically required by the event.
5.2.3. If card play triggers an opponent’s event but the
event has no effect, the event is still considered to have
occurred and will still be removed from play (2.8.2) if
required.
5.2.4. Playing a card for operations that is associated
with “Either” does not trigger the event. These cards are
considered associated with whichever side is playing
5.1.1. If the effects of an event conflict with a written them.
rule, the event takes precedence. This also counts if
the event being played conflicts with the effects of a
previously-played event.
©Compass Games, 2020
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● One (1) Militia force costs 1 OPS point
and 1 Recruit token

The operations in this section are available to both
sides.

● One (1) Regular force costs 2 OPS points
and 1 Recruit token

6.1 Recruit
Recruiting allows a player to create new forces (2.5).
A Recruit operation requires a controlled, home region
with at least one Recruit token present. If the region
is a home region but is presently controlled by enemy
forces, recruiting is not permitted there even if counters
are present. Players may not use their opponent’s Recruit
counters to Recruit when occupying their regions.
6.1.1. It costs a combination of OPS points and Recruit
counters to create a new force, depending on the type of
force being created:

Remove the spent Recruit counters and place the new
force counter in the same region.
6.1.2. Players can divide their points among multiple
regions with Recruit counters in any distribution they
choose.
6.1.3. If a player has no available forces of the desired
type in their global supply, recruitment of that type of

Campaign Example:
The two US Regular forces in Penobscot can campaign in any of the indicated ways: (1) into adjacent regions
that share a border with Penobscot (Maritimes, Montréal, Kingston, Boston, or Hudson), or (2) into Lower
Canada via the US-controlled Upper St. Lawrence waterway.
8
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force is not permitted.

6.3.2 Building Forts: Forts improve the
defense of rural and Indian regions (11.1).
It costs 1 OPS to build a fort. The fort
EXCEPTION: When the Creek Civil War Greater
must be built in a controlled rural or Indian
Conflict effect is in play, the Great Britain player may region. Only one fort is allowed per region.
use a Recruit operation to create Indian forces (see
Creek Civil War, 12.2.2).
6.1.4. Indian forces cannot be created via this operation.

6.2 Campaign
Campaigning is used to move groups of forces from
one region to another and to trigger Battles (9.0).

The operations in this section are only usable by the
United States player.

7.1 Privateer

6.2.1. It costs one (1) OPS point to move any number
This operation represents the use of
of forces in one region to any one connected region.
government-sanctioned piracy to harass
Connected regions include all adjacent regions and any
British shipping and disrupt its economy.
regions connected by an adjacent controlled waterway,
if available. Players can divide their OPS points to move
7.1.1. It costs one (1) OPS point to make a Privateering
forces in different regions to different destinations in
roll. The US player makes as many rolls as their card’s
any combination they choose, but each individual force
OPS points. For each roll of 3+, advance one space on
can move only once in a single Campaign operation.
the Privateering track.
6.2.2 Triggering Battles: If forces are moved into a 7.2 Cruise
region containing enemy forces, a Battle (9.0) occurs.
Battles are resolved immediately before the Campaign Cruising is used to combat the build-up of British
squadrons in blockades to relieve the pressure on
operation continues.
American coastal towns.
6.2.3. Players do not have declare all their Campaign
movements at the start of the operation and are free to 7.2.1. It costs one (1) OPS point to make a Cruising
change these movements based on the result of a Battle. roll. The US player first declares which Blockade they
are targeting, then makes as many rolls as their card’s
6.2.4. Great Britain may include Indian forces along OPS points. For each roll of 4+, remove one British
with their army forces when making Campaign squadron from the target blockade.
movements.
7.2.2. If the US player scores more hits than there are
6.3 Construct
squadrons in the target blockade, they may use the
overflow to remove squadrons from a second blockade,
Construct operations are used to build ships to control
but only after the target blockade has been completely
a waterway, and/or to build forts in rural or Indian
emptied. The US player may only remove squadrons
regions. When making this operation, players may split
from up to two blockades in this way.
their OPS among ships and forts in any combination.
6.3.1 Building Ships: Ships (not Squadrons)
represent control of a waterway -- the two The operations in this section are only usable by the
Great Lakes and the two sections of the St. Great Britain player.
Lawrence River (11.2). It costs 1 OPS to
add or remove a Waterway Control maker on the 8.1 Raid
waterway. Players must add their own Waterway
Raiding is used to attack US settlements
Control markers to empty spaces first before removing
with Indian forces to scatter and terrorize
Waterway Control markers belonging to their opponent.
the frontier population.
9
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Raid Example:
Three Indian forces are poised to Raid into Nashville. Raids must use only Indian forces and must be directed against US Home towns. One US force is defending Nashville, so the Indians must battle against the
defenders until all are destroyed or retreated. Assuming the Indians defeat the US but lose one force doing
so, The British player would then roll two dice - one each for their two remaining forces - scoring a VP on
each roll of ≥ 5. All remaining Indian forces that participated in the raid are then removed from play.
Deploy operation.
8.1.1. Raiding uses the same rules as a Campaign
operation, but with two differences:
EXCEPTION: Squadrons that are presently deployed
on a landing attack cannot be redeployed in the same
1. The operation must use only Indian forces.
turn.
2. The forces must be moved to attack a US home town
controlled by the US.
8.2.2. Squadrons can be placed in any of the following
positions:
8.1.2. If the targeted town has US forces present, first
resolve the Battle as if the Indians were attacking a ● On an open space in a Blockade Zone (14.2)
rural region. After the battle (or immediately if no ● In a valid town region as a landing attack (14.3)
forces were present to defend), roll one die for each ● In the British Navy box (i.e. in supply) on the map.
Indian force participating. For each roll of 5+, score
1 VP immediately. All participating Indian forces are
then removed.
Battles are fought between land forces for control of
regions. A battle is triggered any time forces from the
This operation is used to direct the squadrons two sides are placed in the same region. This is most
(14.1) that represent the British Navy. Note commonly the result of a Campaign operation, but card
that these are different than the Ships events that call for creating or placing forces in regions
described in 6.3.1.
can also trigger battles.

8.2. Deploy Squadrons

8.2.1. It costs one (1) OPS to move a squadron token 9.1 Combat Rounds
from its present deployment to any other deployment. A battle is fought in successive combat rounds. During
Players may divide their OPS points to move squadrons a round, both sides simultaneously roll their total battle
between different positions in any combination they dice (9.1.1) and attempt to score hits. Each hit allows
choose, but each squadron can be moved only once per
10
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Battle Example:

GB campaigns their 2 Militia and 1 Regular from Montréal to Penobscot, triggering
a Battle.
Round 1: GB has 4 dice, 3 for their forces plus 1 Bonus die for waterway control
on the St. Lawrence.

scores 1 Militia hit with the 5 and 1 Reg- scores no hits. Hit forces are removed.
ular hit with the 6. The hit forces are removed.
Resolution:
Round 2:
With all US forces removed, the battle is
GB has 2 dice, 1 for their surviving Militia over! GB has won and now controls Peand the Bonus die from waterway control. nobscot.
US has 2 dice, 1 for their surviving force
and the Bonus die from the Fort.
Because the US player was defeated while
GB rolls:
defending with a Fort, the Fort is also
US has 3 dice, 2 for their forces plus 1 Bodestroyed and removed.
GB rolls:
nus die for defending with a Fort.
US rolls:
US rolls:
GB scores 1 Militia hit with the 5. US GB scores 1 Militia hit with their 5. US

the player to remove one opposing force, and which
force they can remove depends on the strength of the
hit. Combat rounds continue until one side retreats (9.2)
or all their forces are eliminated.

● Regular forces are hit on rolls of 6
● Militia forces are hit on rolls of 5+
● Indian forces are hit on rolls of 4+
● In some battles, Indian forces have a chance to evade
when hit (10.3)

9.1.1 Battle Dice. Each side’s total dice for a combat
round is the combination of their force dice and bonus If there is a conflict between forces that would be hit,
dice:
the player that scores the hit gets to decide which force
to remove.
● Force Dice: 1 die for every force participating. For
the US player this is all Militia and Regulars. For the 9.2. Retreat
GB player, this is all Militia, Regulars, and Indians. After any combat turn, either side may choose to
Recalculate force dice at the start of each combat round retreat and save their remaining forces. If the defender
to account for any forces lost in the previous round.
retreats, their forces must move to an adjacent region
that is controlled by their side. If the attacker retreats,
● Bonus Dice. Check all conditions that award bonus their forces retreat to the region they attacked from. The
dice including attacker/defender advantages, forts, defender must declare whether they will retreat or not
controlled waterways, and any card events or Greater before the attacker declares.
Conflict effects that are in play. Calculate bonus dice
only once at the start of the battle and use that number 9.2.1. If there is no separate region of origin for the
until the battle is over.
attacker -- e.g. in the case of forces added as a result of
a card event that caused an immediate battle -- then the
9.1.2. Hit Rolls. Each force type has a minimum roll attacker does not have the option to retreat and must
necessary to hit and remove it. Players must roll this fight until victorious or destroyed.
number or higher to remove the force. Hit values for
each force type are:
9.2.2. Similarly, if the defending forces have no
adjacent region controlled by their side to which they
©Compass Games, 2020
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Waterways Example:
In this example, Great Britain controls the
Upper St. Lawrence river. This control
acts as a connection that lets them move
their 2 regular forces in Lower Canada
directly into Penobscot if they choose.
Additionally, if Great Britain attacks any
region bordering the Upper St. Lawrence
waterway - Kingston or Penobscot in
this case - it will gain 1 Bonus Die in that
battle due to their waterway control.

could legally retreat, then they also do not have this
option and must fight until victorious or destroyed.
9.2.3. Forces making a landing attack cannot retreat
(14.3).
9.3 Bonus Dice
Bonus dice are extra dice a side can roll in battle under
certain conditions. Each battle has its own bonus dice
based on the specific conditions of that battle, and these
dice are available for as long as the battle continues.
The following conditions always award bonus dice:
If you are the defender:
● 1 Bonus Die when defending a home town region
(2.4.1)
● 1 Bonus Die when defending a region with a fort
(11.1.1).

counters in that town remain in place. The capturing
player cannot use them to recruit for their own side
-- Recruit operations can only be made in a player’s
own home towns (6.1). However, the town’s aligned
player also will not be able to use them until they regain
control of the town.
9.4.2 Capturing Towns with Indians: Indian forces
can join with GB army forces to attack towns, but Indian
forces are never allowed to occupy a town region (10.2).
If the GB player wins a battle against an enemy town
with a mixed force, only the army forces may continue
to occupy the town; all Indian forces must retreat to
their starting region after the battle.
Similarly, if a town battle proceeds until no army forces
are left on either side, all remaining Indian forces must
immediately retreat.

If you are the attacker:
● 1 Bonus Die when attacking a region with an adjacent
controlled waterway (with restrictions, 11.2.3).
● (Great Britain Only) 1 Bonus Die when attacking a
US town under a completed Blockade. This applies to
attacks from the land or sea.

Indians are a faction allied with and
controlled by the Great Britain player, with
special rules and advantages.

9.4 Capturing Towns

10.1 Indian Forces

9.4.1 Capturing Towns with Recruit Counters:
When an attacking player captures a town, any Recruit

Indian forces are represented by their own force
counters. They are usable by the Great Britain player

12
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alone or in combination with army forces for Campaign a fort undefended, however, the fort remains in play
operations, and they have their own special Raid and can be reclaimed by forces from either side.
operation only they can perform.
11.2 Waterways
Indian forces have the following special conditions:

This term refers to the controllable inland waterways
that can support the war for land territory: two Great
1. Indian forces are not British army forces (2.3.4). Lakes and two sections of the St. Lawrence River.
They do not count for controlling a region without
at least one accompanying Militia or Regular force. 11.2.1 Control: Each waterway has one or more control
Similarly, Indians do not gain Bonus Dice for controlled spaces where either side may place a control marker by
waterways if they Campaign without any accompanying using the Construct operation (6.3). Whichever player
army forces.
has the majority of control markers on the waterway has
control of it. If both players are tied for control markers
2. Indian forces cannot be created by a Recruit operation or if there are no control markers present, neither side
(6.1).
controls the waterway.
a. EXCEPTION: See Creek Civil War Greater Conflict
effect, 12.2.2.
10.2 Indian Town Exclusion
Indian forces can never occupy town regions. They
cannot move into a friendly town to defend it, and they
cannot take control of neutral or enemy towns. Indian
forces can join with GB army forces on a Campaign
operation to attack an enemy-controlled town, but after
the battle they must retreat to their starting region (9.2).
10.3 Indian Evasion
When defending in a battle in an Indian region, Indian
forces gain the ability to evade. Any time an Indian force
in this situation would be removed, the British player
rolls a die. On a result of 4+, the force is relocated to an
adjacent neutral or controlled Indian region. If no such
region is available, the force is removed as normal.

11.1 Forts
Forts are buildable improvements that
can aid forces defending a rural or Indian
region. They are created using the Construct
operation (6.3).
11.1.1. The player defending a fort gains 1 bonus die in
battle (9.3).

EXAMPLE: Lake Erie has two control spaces, and the US player
currently has one marker on it. The US player therefore controls
the lake with a majority of one. The GB player then spends 2 OPS
to Construct two ships on Lake Erie. Their first OPS adds a GB
marker to the lake, tying the US player for markers and rendering
the lake uncontrolled. Their second OPS then removes the US
marker, making the score 0-1 in favor of GB and giving GB control
of the lake.

11.2.2 Region Connection: Waterway areas are not
regions and forces cannot be positioned on them.
Instead, they act as connections for the controlling
player between all the regions that they border. With
control of a waterway a player may Campaign their
forces from any region adjacent to the waterway to any
other region adjacent to it.
11.2.3 Waterway Bonus Battle Dice: Controlled
waterways provide bonus dice to attacking players
when the target region borders the waterway, with the
following restrictions:
1. Players can gain a maximum of one bonus die from
controlled waterways, even if they control more than
one waterway bordering the target region.

11.1.2. If all the forces defending the fort retreat or are 2. Indian forces attacking alone, without any GB
destroyed in a battle, the fort is destroyed and removed army forces participating, do not gain a bonus die for a
from play. If these forces simply move away and leave controlled waterway (10.1).
©Compass Games, 2020
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landing supply. These forces cost 2 OPS each, no
Recruit counters required.
The Greater Conflict refers to regional or global
situations beyond the control of either side that have a
persistent effect on the war.

12.2.5 Peace Negotiations: Victory Points
earned from the Diplomacy track are
doubled.

12.1 Activation & Removal
Each Greater Conflict (GC) effect can be in one of three
positions: inactive, active, and removed.
The Political Contest represents the competition
12.1.1. All effects start the game as inactive with their
between the two sides in non-military terms: their
markers set aside off the game board. Inactive effects
economy, public opinion, and diplomacy.
have no impact on the game.
13.1 Political Contest Tracks
12.1.2. Once a card event is played that calls for
“Activating” an effect, that effect’s marker is placed in Each political contest is represented by a track with
the Active box on the game board and its rules apply three levels. As a side advances down this track from
immediately. Active effects remain in play until a card Neutral (left side) to the maximum level, they gain the
event is played that calls for “Removing” the effect. At benefit of the effects printed on those spaces. These
effects are cumulative: players get the effect for their
that time the effect’s marker is removed from play.
current level and all lower levels.
12.1.3. Each Greater Conflict effect can be activated and
removed only once, and always in that order. Effects
cannot be removed before they are activated, and any
card event that removes an effect that is inactive is
ignored. Similarly, after an effect has been removed
it can never be re-activated and re-enter play, and any
future card event that activates the effect is ignored.
12.2 Greater Conflict Effects
These are the five Greater Conflict effects:
12.2.1 Tecumseh: GB gains 1 Bonus Die
when attacking in any battle involving
Indian forces.
12.2.2 Creek Civil War: The Great Britain
player may use Recruit operations (6.1) to
create Indian forces in Creek region. These
forces cost 1 OPS each, no Recruit counters
required.

14

13.2. A player’s level can change either as a result of a
card event or by their choice during the Public Policy
phase at the start of odd-numbered turns (4.1.2).
13.3. Each level on a given track shows one or two
effects. If one, the same effect is granted to both sides
when they reach that level. If two, each side gains the
effect associated with them. US-associated effects are
shown along the top of each track, and GB-associated
effects are along the bottom.

The Naval Theater represents the conflict at sea between
the British Navy and the various entities supporting the
United States, including their navy and privateers.
14.1 Squadrons

Squadrons are the units for the British Navy. These are
used in Deploy operations (8.2) which let the GB player
12.2.3 Death Struggle: US adds 1 to all establish blockades (14.2) and conduct landing attacks
dice rolls made for Privateering and (14.3).
Cruising operations.
14.1.1. The British Navy begins the game with 4
12.2.4 Bonaparte Abdication: The Great Squadrons, and gains 2 more at the start of Turn 5 when
Britain player may use Recruit operations the game enters the 1814 era (4.3.1). An additional
to add Regular forces to the British Navy
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Blockade Zone:
GB placement of two Squadrons into the
New England Blockade zone will complete
that blockade (14.2.3).

The War of 1812

Completing the New England Blockade will
result in:
(1) an immediate update of the Naval
Theater Blockades track with possible
Victory Point impact during the turn
Scoring Phase,
(2) the confering of a bonus die to any
subsequent GB attacks against Boston or
New York, and
(3) the enabling of Landing Attacks (14.3)
against Boston or New York.

4 Squadrons can only be gained from card events or
political contest effects (13.0).

14.2.3 Completing Blockades: A blockade is
considered complete when all of the control spaces in it
are occupied by squadrons. Complete blockades confer
bonus die to GB attacks on the linked US towns, and
allow the GB player to use their Deploy operation to
make landing attacks on those linked towns. Complete
blockades also advance the GB player to the appropriate
level on the Blockading track in the Naval Theater box.

14.1.2 Adding and Removing Squadrons: When the
GB player adds squadrons, they are placed in the British
Navy box indicating they are available to Deploy. If the
GB side ever loses squadrons -- after losing position
on the political contest track due to a Card Event, for
example -- they remove them first from the British
Navy box, then from any active blockades. Set removed
squadrons to the side of the board to indicate they are 14.2.4 Blockade Victory Points: The Naval Theater
not currently in play.
Blockades track reflects how many
blockades the GB currently has complete.
14.2 Blockades
Any time a blockade is completed or
Great Britain can commit squadrons to blockading
broken, this track is updated immediately.
the American coast, strangling their economy and At the end of the turn, Great Britain’s position on this
threatening to besiege their coastal towns.
track is used to calculate the Naval Theater victory
points (adding any Political Track bonuses that apply).
14.2.1 Blockade Zones: There are three blockades
zones: New England, Chesapeake, and the Southern 14.3 Landing Attacks
Coast. Each zone has two or three control spaces where Landing attacks occur when the GB player uses a Deploy
squadrons can be placed during a Deploy operation. operation to carry forces to attack a coastal town. They
Each zone also links to one or two United States town can be triggered by a normal Deploy movement in the
regions -- shown via the dotted line connecting the zone same way Battles follow from Campaign movements.
to the town. These towns where the GB player will gain
bonus dice or landing attack opportunities when the 14.3.1 Blockade Requirement: Landing attacks can
linked blockade zone is complete.
15
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Landing Attack:
In this example, the GB player has
completed the New England Blockade
(14.2.3, during this or any previous turn).
This allows them to attack Boston via the
connected port using a Deploy operation
(8.2).
Each squadron the GB player deploys to
Boston can bring 2 Regular forces with
it (14.3.3). Note that the New England
Blockade must remain in effect at all times
in order for a Landing Attack to occur, so
the deploying GB squadrons must come
from the British Navy box, or another
Blockade zone.
only be made against coastal towns under complete
blockades. This blockade must be complete at the start
of the Deploy operation, and remain complete during the
landing attack. The squadrons used to carry the forces
for the landing attack must come from a deployment
other than the target town’s blockade.
14.3.2 Landing Forces: Landing attacks must use
Regular forces from the British Navy landing supply
on the map. Forces are placed in this supply as a result
of card events, or the GB player may use a Recruit
operation (6.1) to create them when the Bonaparte
Abdication Greater Conflict effect is in play (12.2.4).
14.3.3 Landing Squadrons: Each Squadron used for a
landing attack can carry up to 2 forces from the British
Navy landing supply. These squadrons are placed in
the town region along with the landing forces when
the attack is made. If the attack is successful, these
squadrons must remain in the town region until the
end of the turn. If the attack fails, the squadrons are
immediately returned to the British Navy box.
14.3.4 Retreats: If the GB player wishes to retreat from
a landing attack, the squadrons and all remaining forces
are returned to the British Navy box.
14.3.5 Halifax Exception: The Great Britain home
town of Halifax can always be the target of a landing
without any complete blockade. Deploying landing
forces to Halifax in this way can also be used to
reinforce the town while it is still under British control.
16
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15.0 The Scoreboard tracks one score for both players,
showing a range between US 20 and GB 20 with a
0 space in between, for a total of 41 possible score
positions. When the game begins the score marker is
placed on the “0” space indicating neither player is
winning. Whenever a player earns Victory Points, they
move the score marker that many spaces in their favor:
either reducing their opponent’s score if the marker is
on the opposing side of the scoreboard, or adding their
own score if the marker is on their side. The “0” space
should be counted when adjusting score.
EXAMPLE: If the score marker stands at the 5 space
on the GB side of the scoreboard, that indicates the
GB player is winning by 5 points. If the US player then
scores 3 VPs, they would move the maker 3 spaces in
their favor to the 2 space on the GB side. If the US
were to then earn another 3 VPs, they would move the
marker to the 1 space on the US side, counting the 0
space as part of the change.
15.1 Earning Victory Points: Players earn Victory
Points either instantly as the result of a card event or
during the Scoring phase at the end of each turn (4.1.3).
During this phase, VPs are earned as follows:
15.1.1 Home Region Victory Points
Each side earns VPs for enemy home regions they
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control. The VP value of each home region is shown in multiple regions, the player divides the whole quantity
between the indicated regions in any distribution. They do
a banner in the region on the game board.
not add the specific quantity to each region.

15.1.2 Neutral Region Victory Points

Friendly: a force or home region belonging to your side.
Indian forces count as friendly for the Great Britain side.

The three gray/yellow-colored regions -- Ft. Dearborn,
Niagara, and Spanish Florida -- are worth VPs to Controlled: a side controls a region if they have forces
occupying it, or if it is one of their home regions and has no
whichever player controls them.
enemy forces present.

15.1.3 Naval Theater Victory Points
The United States Privateering value is compared to
the Great Britain Blockade value. Whichever player
is ahead earns VPs equal to the difference. Political
Contest and Greater Conflict effects can modify these
VPs.
15.1.4 Political Contest Victory Points
Both sides earn VPs from their Diplomacy track effects,
if applicable.
15.1.5 Winning the Game

Adjacent: two regions are adjacent when they share a
border.
Connected: two regions are connected if Campaign
operations (6.2) are allowed between them. This includes
all adjacent regions and any regions connected via a
controlled waterway (11.0).
Threatened: a region is threatened if it has least one
adjacent region containing enemy forces. Regions must be
adjacent, not simply connected, to be able to threaten one
another.
Coastal: any town region with an anchor symbol connecting
it to a blockade zone.
Under Blockade: a town is under blockade if the blockade

The game ends automatically after Turn 8 scoring. At zone linked to it is complete (all of its control spaces are
that time, whichever player is ahead in Victory Points occupied by British squadrons).
is the winner. If the two sides are tied, the United States
16.1 Clarifications
player wins.
15.1.6 Instant Victory: There are also three ways to
score an instant victory in Dawn’s Early Light:
● Either player will win instantly if they reach 20
points. Note that if this could occur during a turn’s
scoring phase, all VPs earned by both players must be
applied before checking for an instant victory.
● The United States player wins instantly if they
capture both Halifax and Montreal.
● The Great Britain player wins instantly if they
capture any three of the following four towns: Boston,
New York, Baltimore/Washington, and New Orleans.

GB: Great Britain, or the Great Britain player/side.
US: United States, or the United States player/side.
Force: a unit of land-based military strength. Includes all
Militia, Regulars, and Indian forces. “GB forces” or “US
forces” refers to all types of forces that player controls.
Army Force: Militia and Regular forces only; Indian
forces are not considered army forces (2.5.4).
Among: When directed to add or remove forces “among”

Use these guides to answer questions about rules
clarifications.
● Raid operations, while similar to Campaign operations,
are a separate operation type. Players making a Raid
operation cannot move army forces as well, and cannot
benefit from rules that grant bonus OPS to Campaigning.
● When a card’s event says “Score VPs,” the player aligned
with the card is the one that receives the points. If the card
is neutrally-aligned, the player playing the card receives
the points.
● Card events that offer Recruit operations that “require
no Recruit counters” can be made in towns that have no
counters present or Recruit power (e.g. Detroit). The town
must still be a controlled home town to be a valid Recruit
location.
● Great Britain’s Public Opinion level 1 effect adds 1 VP
to the value shown in the Naval Theater box. For example,
if the GB player had two complete blockades, the Naval
Theater box shows they should earn 3 VPs. If they also
have Public Opinion level 1, they would earn 4 VPs instead.

In this section we present a sample of play from the
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start of the game through the upkeep before
Turn 1. You’ll see players using their cards
in a variety of ways as they pursue their
strategies and respond to the moves of their
opponent. Let’s begin!
Setup
American hand: Treaty of Ft Wayne,
The Prophet, Embargo Act, Tippecanoe,
Surprise at Fort Mackinac, The Henry
Letters.
British hand: Chesapeake-Leopard Affair,
The Federalist-Republican Riots, Little
Belt Affair, War Hawks, Lord Liverpool
Leads Parliament, Free Trade and Sailors’
Rights.
Action Rounds
American Action 1: Embargo Act as the
Event: +1 Economy
Getting started in the Political Contest is
critical in the early turns. Privateering is a
valuable source of VPs for the Americans
so the early extra dice will help, but it’s
also a step towards the powerful +1 OPS
for Recruit level. The Americans depend on
numbers to cover their large territory, and
being able to mobilize their recruitment
pool will help.

Battle resulting from British Action 3.

British Action 1: Lord Liverpool Leads Parliament as
the Event: +2 British Squadrons
The Diplomacy track gain would be nice, but going
from four squadrons to six right out of the gate puts
a lot of pressure on the American player. From Turn
1 the British player can complete any two blockades
they want and still maintain at least one squadron
for landing attacks. With this move the British player
may spook the American player into early allocations
towards defense rather than offense.
American Action 2: Surprise at Fort Mackinac to
Campaign (2 OPS). Moves 1 Militia from Hudson
to Niagara; moves 2 Militia and 2 Regulars from
Baltimore/Washington to Shenandoah.
The American player responds with some pressure of his
own against the weak center of the Canadian frontier.
Capturing Niagara is worth a VP each turn, with the
18
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bonus of access to both Great Lakes and plenty of time
to see counterattacks coming. Staking an early claim to
this critical town could force the British player to divert
from his natural focus on New England and spread his
thin forces even thinner. Meanwhile, the campaign
out of Baltimore/Washington is a good nudge towards
getting that large army into range of the coming battles.
The British event adds one militia to Potawatomi
region, far from the action now and a safe concession
by the American player.
British Action 2: Little Belt Affair to Recruit (2 OPS).
Create 1 Militia in Kingston, 1 Militia in Montreal.
Adding two forces to the New England border both
responds to the capture of Niagara and puts pressure
on Penobscot and Boston.
American Action 3: The Prophet to Recruit (4 OPS).
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Create 1 Regular in Boston, 1 Regular in New York.
GB adds 1 Indian each to Shawnee, Miami, Creek, and
Cherokee.
Two new regulars in New England responds to Britain’s
latest recruitment. Playing this card now also gets the
dangerous Prophet event out of the game at a time when
it can be managed. The American player has two cards
left in their hand that are powerful anti-Indian events,
so they feel confident they can blunt the effect.
British Action 3: Free Trade and Sailors’ Rights to
Campaign (1 OPS). Move 2 Militia and 1 Regular from
Halifax to Penobscot via Lower St. Lawrence waterway,
triggering a Battle. US adds Recruit counters to Boston,
New York, and Detroit.

The War of 1812

Penobscot, reinforces their positions in Detroit and
Nashville against Indians poised to raid, and buries
the activation of Tecumseh. This card will come back,
but the American player can exploit a reprieve from its
Indian-strengthening effects for a while.
British Action 4: Chesapeake-Leopard Affair to
Deploy (3 OPS). Moves 2 Squadrons to New England
Blockade, 1 Squadron to Southern Coast Blockade. US
chooses to advance 1 on Public Opinion track.
In the last action of the Prelude turn, the British player
has a window to safely shift focus to the naval war and
start stocking up their blockades. These are pointsgenerating necessities and valuable assets for fighting
down the coast. By completing New England, the British
player keeps some pressure on Boston’s forces not to
leave town to try to capture any part of Canada. And
by starting the Southern Coast blockade, the British
player spreads out the theater towards the easier VPs
in Savannah and New Orleans.

Battle Round 1: GB has 4 dice for 3 forces and
controlled waterway (St. Lawrence). US has three dice
for 2 forces and the fort.
1. GB rolls 1, 2, 4, 5, removing 1 Militia
2. US rolls 4, 5, 6, removing 1 Militia and 1 Regular
3. Both sides elect to continue
The American player’s Political Contest choice
shrewdly backs up their defense deficit in the North:
Battle Round 2: GB has 2 dice for 1 force and controlled they’ll regain those precious Recruit counters twice as
waterway. US has 2 dice for 1 force and the fort.
quickly and make it harder for the British to realistically
1. GB rolls 3, 5, removing 1 Militia
threaten the New England towns.
2. US rolls 2, 5 removing 1 Militia
3. No forces remain, the battle is over
Prelude Upkeep
New cards in American hand: Oliver Hazard Perry,
Battle Resolution: all forces on both sides were Massacre, Frontier Fortifications, Indiana Rangers,
destroyed, leaving the US in control of Penobscot by Kentucky Riflemen
default (home region). Since the defending forces were
destroyed, the fort in the region is also destroyed.
New cards in British hand: Tenskwatawa, Indian
Britain takes a chance on this bloody battle. By Reprisals, Shawnee, William Henry Harrison, Loyalists
committing all their forces in Halifax they leave that and Immigrants
city exposed, but safe for now with Montreal’s forces
ready and control of the St. Lawrence. If they had Next Turn Analysis
managed to capture Penobscot, GB would have posed Both sides get a surprise! The American player receives
a serious threat to Boston and its 3 VPs. Fighting to a hand rich in US events but relatively weak in points and
a stalemate leaves the US a bit safer, but the loss of focused on anti-Indian operations, which has not been
the fort in Penobscot weakens the American defense their focus. If the US were to pivot they might try to clear
of New England and will divert much-needed OPS to the Indians in Shawnee territory with their Tippecanoe
card and then dig in with Frontier Fortifications and
shore it up.
Indiana Rangers. Britain, meanwhile, enjoys a similar
American Action 4: Treaty of Fort Wayne to Recruit (4 pro-Indian hand with some very powerful cards in
OPS). Create 1 Militia in Boston, 1 Militia in Detroit, Tenskwatawa and Shawnee, and they hold the US’s
best counter in William Henry Harrison. With the
and 2 Militia in Nashville.
abundance of Indian forces established during the
By spending this powerful event for OPS, the American
Prelude, the British player could go on a raiding spree
player simultaneously rebuilds after the battle in
and earn a lot of VPs. However, that’s far distant from
19
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the New England and naval moves they were setting up
last turn, so they must decide whether to embrace these
opportunities in the West or try to convert the points
to complete their Atlantic plans. Tough decisions,
triumphs, and setbacks await both players this game of
Dawn’s Early Light!

American Squadron had the vessels to blockade much of the
Atlantic coast.

Chesapeake-Leopard Affair -- In 1807 the British warship
Leopard fired upon, stopped, and seized four sailors from the
USS Chesapeake near Norfolk, Virginia. Though this practice had
been insulting American national pride for years, the Leopard’s
willingness to open fire inflamed Americans to new heights and
drove then-President Jefferson to action.

Surprise at Fort Mackinac -- Fort Mackinac was a remote
American outpost at the top of Michigan’s Lower Peninsula.
When war was declared, the British in the area learned of it before
their American counterparts, and a motley force of regulars,
militia, fur trappers, and Indians besieged and captured their
unsuspecting opponents. The easy victory inspired other regional
Indians to join the fight as British allies.

Free Trade and Sailors’ Rights -- Under the guise of searching
for deserters, the British Navy practice of stopping and
impressing sailors from American vessels had been going on for
years. Americans insulted and incensed by the bullying used this
rallying cry to lobby Congress to act.
War Hawks -- Recent additions to Congress, particularly from
the new Western states of Tennessee and Kentucky, were young,
charismatic, popular, and much more eager for war as a redress
for British insults then their elder colleagues. Men like Henry
Clay and Andrew Jackson were principal figures in this faction.
Treaty of Fort Wayne -- In 1809, Indiana governor William
Henry Harrision purchased three million acres of land from a
group of tribes in the Indiana-Illinois territory. Shawnee chief
Tecumseh declared the treaty illegitimate and warned Harrison
not to enforce it. After he refused, tensions and violence on the
frontier escalated until they culminated in open war and the Battle
of Tippecanoe.
Battle of Tippecanoe -- After enraging Tecumseh with the Treaty
of Fort Wayne, tensions escalated until William Henry Harrison
raised an army to confront the Shawnee chief and his brother
Tenskwatawa, the Prophet, at their home of Prophetstown. The
Americans burned Prophetstown and ruined Tenskwatawa’s
prestige, but Tecumseh’s Indian confederacy endured as the chief
rallied new tribes from the South to his cause.
The Henry Letters -- A bundle of correspondence between
erstwhile adventurer John Henry and the governor of Canada.
Offered to President Madison and Congress as valuable intel
about British sympathizers in their midst, the US government
purchased the set for a hefty $50,000. When the letters proved to
be fake, the Americans looked at best incompetent and at worst
downright corrupt.
Lord Liverpool Leads Parliament -- After British Prime
Minister Spencer Percival was assassinated in 1812, Lord
Liverpool entered power with a pragmatic approach to the
United States. He made diplomatic concessions that sought to
ease tensions, but at the same time made sure the Royal Navy’s

20
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The Federalist-Republican Riots -- The Federalist-Republican
was an anti-war Baltimore newspaper. Its screeds against the
Administration and war hawks attracted a mob that attacked and
burned the paper’s offices. When it reopened the mob returned
and killed two people before hauling the editor into the street and
beating him. The political turmoil clung to the city and Congress
for months afterward.

The Prophet -- Tenskwatawa, younger brother of war chief
Tecumseh, was a Shawnee spiritual leader who earned this
nickname after he claimed to have received a vision of a promised
land for Indians that lived virtuously. He led a purification
movement to return native societies to their traditional customs
and expel the “children of the Evil Spirit” -- white settlers -and together with his brother he formed the confederation of
native tribes that allied with Britain in the hopes of creating an
independent Indian state.
Embargo Act -- Enacted by Congress and the Jeffferson
administration in 1807, the act forbade all trade with Great
Britain and France during the Napoleonic Wars. The intent was
to retaliate economically against violations of US neutrality. The
result was a smothering of American merchant shipping, followed
by an uptick in smuggling and evasion by US ship owners.
Little Belt Affair -- The frigate USS President encountered the
sloop HMS Little Belt off the North Carolina coast in 1811. After
a series of mixed signals the two engaged, with the much larger
and more powerful President prevailing. Officers from both ships
hotly disputed who had fired first. Each returned to a home port
and their respective governments feuded about it for months
afterward.
Tecumseh -- War chief of the Shawnee, Tecumseh was an icon -- a
visionary leader and warrior who almost single-handedly changed
the course of history. Furious at white encroachment and inspired
by his brother’s visions, Tecumseh assembled the greatest native
confederacy seen in North America. His Indian alliance fought
with the British in the war and were pivotal in numerous battles,
most famously the Siege of Detroit. Tecumseh’s influence over
the Creek in the South also helped start the Red Stick rebellion.
His untimely death in 1813 at the Battle of the Thames spelled the
end of the confederation, and without their charismatic leader the
tribes ceased to be a major player in the war.
Macon’s Bill No. 2 -- This political maneuver by Madison’s
government was intended to get Britain and France to stop seizing
American vessels by offering trade exclusivity to the first nation
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to pledge no more attacks. However, it was quickly manipulated
by Napoleon to drive the wedge deeper between Britain and the
United States.
Orders in Council Repealed -- Britain’s Orders in Council for
commercial warfare against Napoleonic France damaged allies
and neutrals as well, particularly the United States. Liverpool’s
government repealed them in last-minute concession to try to
avert the war. Unfortunately the repeal came just six days before
Congress declared war, confusing naval engagements for months
as word travelled the Atlantic.
British Agents -- The British government had a robust policy of
sending agents to build alliances with Indian tribes by providing
them with gifts -- especially weapons. As a result, American
settlers were often too quick to blame the British for inciting
Indian violence, and these suspicions frequently led to preemptive
strikes on Indian communities.
Indiana Rangers -- Irregular militia originally organized to
avenge Indian raids in the Indiana territory, the Rangers were
hardy and resourceful fighters that rose to prominence for their
actions at the Battle of Tippecanoe. During the war the Rangers
served as auxiliaries to the regular army in numerous engagements
in the Northwest.
Kentucky Riflemen -- Perhaps no other group volunteered for
the war in such numbers as the people of Kentucky -- around five
out of every six eligible men served. Accustomed to backwoods
campaigning and carrying their highly accurate, long-range
namesake firearm, Kentucky troops were respected for their
hardiness and renowned for their skill as sharpshooters.
Canadian Voltigeurs -- Light infantry raised from militia
servicemen and volunteers in April 1812. Though technically
militia, voltigeur units were administered like regular troops
and thus benefitted from a higher degree of skill, discipline, and
prestige. They served with distinction in numerous engagements
including a pivotal role in the Battle of the Chateauguay.
Indian Reprisals -- Pushed off their land by settlers and attacked
by the army, angry Indians across the continent would sometimes
take their vengeance out on any isolated settlement they happened
to find, terrifying the area and drawing militiamen away from
their units to defend their homesteads.
Armistice -- Operating far from fellow soldiers, in remote
locations, and in poor conditions, local commanders were
frequently struggling to keep up the fight. Some negotiated
temporary cease-fires with their opponents to gain time to prepare
or recuperate. These unofficial truces didn’t always turn out to be
advantageous.
Deserters -- An age-old problem facing armies raised from
volunteers and civilians. Commanders on both sides setting out
to campaign could expect a sizable fraction of their command to
disappear well before their enlistments were up.
Death Struggle -- The greatest weapon the United States
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enjoyed in the War of 1812 was Napoleon Bonaparte. Great
Britain had reopened war on France in 1803, and since then every
soldier, sailor, and shilling the British Empire could muster was
committed to defeating Napoleonic France. The War of 1812
was a distraction that Great Britain could not afford to ignore but
could not spare the resources to squash. British commanders in
Canada spent much of the war pleading for more ships and more
manpower while making do with the scanty Canadian forces,
giving America a window of opportunity they would attempt to
exploit as long as they could.
Loyalists and Immigrants -- When American and Canadian
armies invaded each other’s territory, they did so expecting to
find aid among expatriate communities, but as often as not the
invaders found the local loyalties were not as friendly as they had
supposed.
Spar-Decked Frigates -- America’s original six frigates designed
by Joshua Humphreys included several ingenious innovations,
including the expansion and strengthening of the top-most or
‘spar’ deck to support more and heavier guns. By the time of
the war the frigates were mounting 32 - 42-pound carronades.
The broadside weight these “super-frigates” could discharge
outclassed the pre-war British frigates by a wide margin.
Old Ironsides -- The USS Constitution, one of the original six
frigates, earned this nickname after her dominating victory over
the HMS Guerriere in August 1812. Another of Humphreys’
innovations was an extraordinarily close framing of his ships’
hulls: roughly two feet thick of solid oak. The sailors supposedly
witnessed British cannonballs bouncing off the ship during the
action.
St. Lawrence Smugglers -- Residents of Upper Maine and
Lower Canada traded along and across the St. Lawrence before
the war, and when war broke out they saw little reason to stop.
Campaigning armies on both sides benefited from supplies and
intelligence brought to them by smugglers.
Hull Surrenders -- In one of the most stunning coups of the
entire conflict, Brig. General William Hull was spooked into
surrendering the city and garrison at Detroit by a combined
force under Maj. General Isaac Brock and Shawnee war chief
Tecumseh, despite having a fortified position and nearly twice
the numbers. Brock devised a scheme involving a series of bluffs
intended to convince Hull he faced a vast host of Indians and
British regulars, and Hull surrendered after only a day of siege.
The defeat shocked both nations.
Shipbuilding -- The fight to control the Great Lakes came down
to a construction race. Unable to transfer ocean-going warships
up the St. Lawrence, both sides had to construct them at lakeside
shipyards. Anytime one side managed to finish a vessel it could
change the balance of power overnight.
Convoy Duty -- Locked in the death struggle with Napoleon,
Great Britain desperately needed to protect its supply routes from
privateers. Royal Navy vessels and squadrons were pulled off
other important duties -- such as blockading American ports or
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hunting down cruisers -- in order to escort merchant convoys.
New England Smugglers -- Britain’s Peninsular campaign
against Napoleon depended heavily on vital goods carried by
New England’s merchant fleet. After hostilities began Britain
had no other option than to maintain the trade, and New England
communities flaunted their own government’s embargoes to
participate in the market.
Isaac Brock -- Major General in charge of the defense of Upper
Canada, Sir Isaac Brock is today remembered as one of Canada’s
greatest military heroes. His quick decisiveness led to the surprise
capture of Fort Mackinac, and his brilliant ruse and rapport with
Tecumseh led to General Hull’s surrender at Detroit and total
British control over Michigan Territory. His untimely death at the
Battle of Queenston Heights put a swift end to this early promise,
but his valor and example inspired his countrymen for the rest of
the war.
Deplorable Conditions -- Regional militias on both sides
served through some truly punishing winters, even for the hardy
frontiersmen that typically volunteered. Many men died of
disease and exposure, or deserted to escape that fate.
Massacre -- Several instances of Indians killing large numbers
of wounded or surrendering forces are well documented, chief
among them the River Raisin massacre that slaughtered up to one
hundred militiamen. British commanders were often ambivalent
about their Indian allies breaking the rules of “civilized warfare,”
but Indian massacres often drove American volunteers to the rolls
in huge numbers to seek vengeance.
Bay Blockades -- The Chesapeake Bay was a prime target for the
British Navy as they sought throw a noose around the American
seaboard. In addition to capturing considerable commerce
shipping, the blockades netted their fair share of privateers sailing
from Baltimore and other hideouts.
Creek Civil War -- A Creek faction known as the Red Sticks
had grown militant in their aim to expel white settlers from
Creek lands, and they clashed with sympathetic Creeks. The
United States formed alliances with the Choctaw and Cherokee traditional enemies of the Creek - to combat the attacks and raids,
and they called up regional militia to defend their settlements.
Andrew Jackson, then a militia colonel, led the force from
Tennessee. His savagery became legendary and his combined
militia forces eventually crushed the rebellion at the Battle of
Horseshoe Bend.
United States v. Macedonian -- Single-ship action between the
USS United States the HMS Macedonian in October 1812. The
American frigate scored an early hit, gained the maneuvering
advantage, and methodically wrecked her opponent over the
course of three hours. The Macedonian suffered 100 casualties
-- nearly a third of her crew -- while the United States suffered
just twelve.
Constitution v. Java -- Single-ship action between the USS
Constitution and the HMS Java in December 1812. The two
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ships spent two hours jockeying and exchanging broadsides until
Constitution’s heavier armament and superior accuracy overcame
the much smaller ship. Casualties were roughly 2-1 against the
British crew and included her captain.
Shannon v. Chesapeake -- Single-ship action between the USS
Chesapeake and the HMS Shannon, in Boston harbor in June
1813. In an uncommonly fierce and brief battle -- scarcely more
than fifteen minutes -- more than 250 combined casualties were
suffered. US Captain James Lawrence was mortally wounded
and uttered his famous dying words “Don’t give up the ship!”
even as the British frigate had closed and was boarding.
William Henry Harrison -- Maj. General commanding the Army
of the Northwest, Harrison’s negotiation of the Treaty of Fort
Wayne set the stage for American dominance of the region and
drove Shawnee war chief Tecumseh into the war as a British ally.
Harrison then commanded the troops that ended Tenskwatawa’s
influence at the Battle of Tippecanoe. He led the campaign that
recaptured Detroit and invaded Upper Canada in 1813, where
his war career peaked at the Battle of the Thames, an American
victory in which Tecumseh was killed.
Frontier Fortifications -- Armies operating in wilderness areas
depended on safe positions to store supplies, rendezvous with
reinforcements, and wait out harsh conditions.
Shawnee -- One of the Algonquin-speaking ethnic groups, the
Shawnee were native primarily to the Ohio Valley and adjacent
areas. Tecumseh’s rise and organization of his Indian coalition
propelled them to the forefront of the conflict during the war,
and Shawnee warriors fought alone and alongside British allies in
numerous engagements until Tecumseh’s death in 1813.
York Burned -- A combined American land-sea operation
attacked and burned the town of York (present-day Toronto) in
Upper Canada in April 1813. The victory seized or destroyed
naval provisions that slowed down British shipbuilding and
helped ensure American victory at the Battle of Lake Erie in
September.
“A Mere Matter of Marching” -- Thomas Jefferson famously
offered this phrase as a description of what it would take for the
United States to conquer Canada. The Canadian militia, however,
were happy to throw it back in his face through four years of
effective defense of their homeland.
“Don’t Give Up the Ship” -- Captain James Lawrence uttered
these dying words as the USS Chesapeake, was being captured by
the HMS Shannon. Though he lost the point in that instance, the
phrase became a rallying cry for American sailors during the war,
and remains so to this day.
Frenchtown -- This battle was a victory for a combined BritishIndian alliance near Fort Detroit in 1813. After some early success
in an attempt to retake the fort, the Americans were routed four
days later by a surprise counterattack. Nearly 400 were killed and
500+ captured, then dozens of these prisoners were massacred by
Indians over the following days. The final casualty count was the
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highest of any engagement during the War of 1812.

government’s trade embargo.

Cockburn’s Raids -- Rear Admiral George Cockburn
commanded a Royal Navy squadron that cruised the Chesapeake
Bay in 1813 - 14. He captured American merchant ships and
raided numerous Maryland and Virginia towns, culminating in
the capture and burning of Washington D.C. in August 1814.

Court Martial -- Any time a commanding officer lost or
surrendered his ship in combat, it was routine to investigate
the defeat by court martial. Although the vast majority of these
officers were acquitted of wrongdoing, the requirement to appear
meant capable officers could be unavailable for duty for long
periods of time.

Spanish Florida -- Spain was technically neutral during the
war, but their control over their territory in Florida was weak
and pliable. The British harbored ships in Florida ports and used
them as bases for landing assaults. The Creeks also found refuge
among escaped slaves and Seminoles when Andrew Jackson
drove them out of Georgia, giving him an excuse to invade and
leading to the Battle of Pensacola in 1814.
Laura Secord -- A Canadian settler in the Niagara region, Laura
Secord walked twenty miles out of US-occupied territory to warn
British troops of an impending American attack. Her information
led to British success at the Battle of Beaver Dams. Her famous
walk made her a folk hero to Canadians to this day.
Indian Raids -- Indian attacks on settlements, garrisons, and even
forts became infamous across the American frontier. Sometimes
accompanied by massacres, the raids terrified and scattered
frontier settlers and soldiers alike.
Oliver Hazard Perry -- Commodore of the American Navy, Perry
was a superb and aggressive leader who led the United States to
victory on the Great Lakes. He directed the building of the US
fleet at Erie and led it to nine victorious campaigns including the
Battle of Lake Erie, a sweeping victory and a turning point in the
war. He was famous for his friendship with and homage to naval
hero James Lawrence -- Perry’s battle flag read “Don’t Give Up
the Ship.” A phrase of his own has also since become famous:
when reporting the victory on Lake Erie he wrote “We have met
the enemy and they are ours.”
Bermuda Sloops -- After earning considerable skill in shiphunting in Britain’s previous wars, the War of 1812 gave the
Bermuda privateers one more chance at glory. The unique design
and sail plan of these vessels made them ideal for chasing ships
into shallow coastal waters, and Bermudian privateers captured
close to one-fifth of all vessels captured by British-aligned forces.
Baltimore Privateers -- Baltimore was historically a popular
harbor for privateers, and Baltimore shipyards built many of the
vessels that hunted for the United States during the war. Usually
lighter and faster than warships, privateers were able to evade
British blockades and wreak havoc on British shipping. These
private men-o-war took four times as many enemy vessels as the
US Navy did.
Warren’s Trade Licenses -- British Admiral Warren recognized
that both his North Atlantic Squadron and the British Army
fighting Napoleon in Europe depended on provisions from
America. He issued secret licenses to New England merchants
that permitted them to pass through British blockades -- a move
that kept the supplies flowing and seriously undermined the US

Penobscot Expedition -- British General John Sherbrooke
invaded present-day Maine with 3,000 troops in 1814. In less than
a month he raided three towns and destroyed 17 ships. British
forces continued to occupy most of eastern Maine for the rest of
the war -- the territory was only returned in the peace settlement.
The Star Spangled Banner -- The United States national anthem
needs no introduction. Observing the British Navy shelling Fort
McHenry during the Battle of Baltimore, lawyer Francis Scott
Key penned the poem “Defence of Fort M’Henry,” which was set
to a then-popular British song to form the tune we know today.
Bonaparte Abdication -- After finally losing to the Allies at the
Battle of Paris in March 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated
the imperial throne and ended the war in Europe. Britain was
suddenly free of the “death struggle,” and was able to turn its
attention -- and its veteran armies -- to the nagging little war with
the United States. Tens of thousands of troops and numerous
ships arrived in North America during this year and the British
commanders were finally able to mount serious offensives.
Hartford Convention -- Disgruntled Federalist party members
in New England convened in December 1814 in Hartford,
Connecticut to discuss their opposition to the war and strategies
to end it. Unfortunately for them, Andrew Jackson’s sweeping
victory at New Orleans came just weeks after the meetings,
discrediting the Federalist party and ruining their influence in
American politics.
Short Enlistments -- While volunteers were in abundance,
militia enlistments frequently were for just one year. The timing
of these terms and the difficulty of campaigning in winter could
mean a commander hardly got to use his army before they
vanished behind him.
Tennessee Volunteers -- The militia of Tennessee had proven
their valor and hardiness in campaigns against regional Indians.
During the war they joined in huge numbers, and were a
formidable light infantry force especially under Andrew Jackson.
Some claim this is how Tennessee earned the nickname “The
Volunteer State.”
Baratarian Pirates -- Jean Lafitte and a band of pirates inhabited
the swamps and islands around Barataria Bay below New
Orleans. When the British planned a landing invasion of the city,
they tried to enlist the help of the pirates in the naval operations.
Lafitte rejected their offer, accepted an alternative from Andrew
Jackson, and helped the United States delay and ultimately defeat
the British attack.
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Gunboats -- Small vessels designed for coastal defense only,
gunboats were favored by Thomas Jefferson’s Republicans prior
to the war for their cost savings relative to warships. In theory
they could provide cheap and versatile protection of America’s
enormous coastline. In practice, however, they frequently proved
cumbersome, fragile and impractical.
Snipers -- American sharpshooters were among the best of
their day. Particularly adept at taking out enemy officers, these
marksmen eliminated several exceptional British commanders at
pivotal moments throughout the war.

capabilities of the American army forces.
Lake Champlain -- In their last offensive of the war, a British
combined land-sea force tried to invade from Montreal by way
of the lake and the Hudson River. Plagued by miscoordination
between army and navy, the campaign was stopped when
American Commodore Thomas Macdonough trapped and routed
the British fleet at the Battle of Plattsburgh. Theodore Roosevelt
would later call Macdonough’s victory “the greatest naval battle
of the war.”

Mohawk -- An Iroquois-speaking ethnic group from the area
around Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence river, the Mohawk were
a powerful tribe allied with the British. They fought alongside
Canadian voltigeurs and militia at several key engagements, most
notably the Battle of the Chateauguay.

Horseshoe Bend -- The climactic battle that ended the Creek
Civil War. Andrew Jackson’s forces encircled, assaulted, and
demolished the last Red Stick faction camp. Though some
escaped to Seminole territory in Florida, Jackson forced the
Creek to sign the Treaty of Fort Jackson that ceded much of their
territory and effectively ended their power in the region.

Charles de Salaberry -- A French Canadian and Lieutenant
Colonel, de Salaberry earned fame for his defense of Montreal
and Lower Canada. He organized and trained the brand-new
voltigeurs corps in 1810, where his professionalism and respect
for the Canadien troops earned him their fierce loyalty. He led
them to victory at several key battles including Crysler’s Farm
and Chateauguay, and became a folk hero in French Canada.

Sloops of War -- A sloop-of-war was the smallest class of
warship: smaller and lighter than frigates but still deadly.
American sloops were better built and fitted than their British
counterparts, particularly those built during the war. The US
sloops Hornet, Wasp, and other Frolic-class vessels won many
single-ship actions against British sloops and preyed on their
convoys.

Andrew Jackson -- General of the Tennessee militia and later
Major General in the US Army, Jackson is arguably the most
famous fighter from either side. He led militia down the Natchez
to defend New Orleans from Indian attacks, fought and quelled
the Red Stick rebellion and the Creek Civil War, invaded Spanish
Florida and sacked Pensacola, then marched back to New Orleans
and defeated the British landing invasion. He earned everlasting
fame, the love and devotion of his men, and the Presidency fifteen
years later, but his profound antagonism to Native Americans
would stain his legacy -- and that of the United States -- forever
after.

Dinner at the White House -- After blockading the Chesapeake,
British marine forces launched a raid on Washington in 1814,
won the Battle of Bladensburg, and briefly took control of the
city. After burning the Capitol, the British marched to the White
House where they found the table laid for dinner, the First Lady
and household having only just fled. The British troops ate the
dinner then burned the residence.

Red Sticks -- A faction of largely Creek Indians that favored
traditional ways and resistance to European settlement, their
escalating militancy against other Creeks and settlers started the
Creek Civil War. After the Fort Mims Massacre, the American
forces in the region cracked down hard on all Creeks and
eventually eradicated the Red Sticks at the Battle of Horseshoe
Bend. The name comes from their distinctive red-painted war
clubs.
Creek Allies -- After the Red Stick faction emerged and instigated
the Creek Civil War, many of the remaining Creeks sided with the
United States. Those that didn’t actively assist American forces at
least declined to oppose them, allowing Jackson room to suppress
the rebellion in time to rejoin the main affair against Britain.
Winfield Scott & Jacob Brown -- These two young officers
were early in their careers when the war began. They were
elevated to commands in 1814 after the US War Department
became exasperated with its old and ineffective generals. Both
men were characterized by vigor, aggressiveness, and a flair for
rigorous discipline and training that rapidly improved the fighting
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Black Refugees -- The Royal Navy blockades helped free
thousands of American slaves as they fled their plantations
for refuge on the ships. They were resettled in Canada and
the Carribbean, where many enlisted in new regiments of the
Colonial Marines. These freedmen fought on the British side
in famous battles including Baltimore, Bladensburg, and the
burning of Washington.
Sharp Knife -- Following his subjugation of the Red Sticks,
Andrew Jackon earned this nickname for the punitive treaty
terms he extracted from the entire Creek nation. His actions
may have prevented further Indian conflict in the region, but
foreshadowed the greater atrocities he would perpetrate on these
and other tribes.
Peace Negotiations -- Begun in Ghent in August 1814, peace
terms took months to negotiate and months more to ratify.
Finalizing the terms of the peace raised the stakes considerably
for each new victory or defeat -- real or symbolic -- that might
still occur, and both sides continued to plan invasions even as the
negotiations were underway.
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